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Dr Mike Moreno's 17 Day Dietis a revolutionary new weight-loss programme that
activates your skinny gene so that you burn fat day in and day out. The diet is
structured around four 17-day cycles: Accelerate- the rapid weight loss portion that
helps flush sugar and fat storage from your system; Activate-the metabolic restart
portion with alternating low and high calorie days to help shed body fat; Achieve - this
phase is about learning to control portions and introducing new fitness routines; Arrive A combination of the first three cycles to keep good habits up for good. Each cycle
changes your calorie count and the food that you're eating. The variation that Dr. Mike
calls 'body confusion' is designed to keep your metabolism guessing. This is not a diet
that relies on a tiny list of approved foods, gruelling exercise routines, or unrealistic
calorie counts that leave you hungry and unfulfilled. Each phase comes with extensive
lists of what dieters can and can't eat while on the phase, but also offers acceptable
cheats. He advises readers not to drink while on the diet, but concedes that if they
absolutely have to then they should at least drink red wine. Dr Mike knows that a diet
can only work if it's compatible with the real world, and so he's designed the
programme with usability as a top priority.
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What happens when a rock star on the rise falls for an actress hiding an explosive
secret? Kickstart My Heart is the first book in a brand new trilogy from USA Today
bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake. You’re in for a red-hot opposites attract
romantic adventure filled with a swoonworthy bad boy, seedy Hollywood tales, lots of
steam, and a couple determined to defy the odds! A rock star on the rise. I might have
been born and raised in a motorcycle club, but until my father and MC prez calls me
home, the guitar is my mistress, my band is my temporary family and fame is my drug
of choice. I wasn’t expecting Mallory. She provokes every one of my protective
instincts. Anyone who tries to extinguish her spark will answer to my fists.
Unfortunately, this is Hollywood where sleazeballs are crawling over each other to
tarnish girls like Mallory. An actress on the run. With my father behind bars, I’m in
control of my life for the first time. In search of stardom and a connection to my past, I
escape across the country to the one place I can make my dreams come true. I wasn’t
looking for love. Or even lust. But Chaser helps make me feel safe. And thanks to the
dangerous secret I’m keeping, I need his protection even more than he knows. Off-thecharts chemistry. Hollywood, fame, and love don’t always mix, but we were made for
each other. We’ll defy the odds—and the people trying to tear us apart. USA Today
bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake invites you to follow her back in time. All the way
back to 1989 in Kickstart My Heart, the first book in a brand new trilogy. Topics include:
1980s, 80s, eighties, romance, adventure, heavy metal music, Los Angeles, motorcycle
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clubs, rock stars, Hollywood actresses, casting couch, friendships, loyalty, family,
mafia, criminal underworld
What's next? is a question we all have to ask and answer more frequently in an
economy where the average job tenure is only four years, roles change constantly even
within that time, and smart, motivated people find themselves hitting professional
plateaus. But how do you evaluate options and move forward without getting stuck?
Jenny Blake--a former training and career development specialist at Google who now
runs her own company as a career and business consultant and speaker--has a
solution: the pivot. Pivoting is a crucial strategy for Silicon Valley tech companies and
startups but it can also be a successful strategy for individuals looking to make changes
in their work lives. This book will introduce you to the Pivot Method and show you how
to to take small, smart steps to move in a new direction--now and throughout your
entire career. No matter your age, industry, or bank account balance, Jenny's advice
will help you move forward with confidence. Pivot also includes valuable insight for
leaders who want to have more frequent career conversations with their teams to help
talented people move and grow within their roles and the broader organization. If
change is the only constant, let's get better at it. Your career success and satisfaction
depends on your ability to navigate change well and this book can help you do so.
Bust through creative blocks and ignite innovative problem-solving with this toolkit for
creative experimentation featuring 50 prompt cards. What if finding inspiration was
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merely a matter of gazing through a different lens or trying out a new tool? Kickstart
Creativity is a deck of 50 cards--each with a creative exercise--designed to prompt
unexpected ways of thinking. At the start of a personal challenge or work project, draw
three cards from this deck and reflect on how the spread relates to your current
situation. Choose an action card to learn a new skill, a perspective card to see the
world in a novel way, and an intention card to influence more meaningful and mindful
choices. Kickstart Creativity can be used by individuals or by groups of teachers,
students, co-workers, and other collaborators as an antidote to creative block. With
insights from trailblazing rule-breakers and cultural philosophies from bygone eras,
Kickstart Creativity will shift your attention away from the pressure of productivity and
toward the path to creative freedom.
A detailed look at financial planning strategies surrounding professional corporations for
doctors, dentists, lawyers, business owners and other Canadian professionals. If you're
a doctor, a dentist, a lawyer, or a business owner—virtually any type of professional in
Canada—you strongly need to consider how incorporating fits into your financial plan. A
good financial planner should acknowledge they have absolutely no control of the
markets. However, taxes are completely controllable, and having a corporation is a
powerful tool that allows professionals to control their tax bill. Using a mix of personal
observations, real-life examples, and strategy evaluations, this book guides the
professional along their path to using their corporation in the most efficient way.
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Kickstart Your Corporation: The Incorporated Professional's Financial Planning Coach
is your practical guide to controlling your tax bill and taking advantage of all that a
Professional Corporation has to offer. Drawing upon decades of hands-on experience
in wealth management, author Andrew Feindel provides clear and accurate advice on
making the incorporation decision, setting up and investing inside your corporation,
optimizing your salary and dividend compensation mix, valuing permanent insurance on
your corporate balance sheet, using prudent leverage, weighing the pros and cons of
active or passive investment management, using alternative strategies like a Capital
Gains Strip, Individual Pension Plans and Retirement Compensation Arrangements,
and much more. This must-have book: Provides Canadian professionals with an
accurate and straightforward investment and financial planning guide to incorporation
Covers the basics of incorporating for the professional and business owner, including a
review of the process and the costs to incorporate, and the likely benefits Analyzes the
best financial strategy for various situations Offers real-world advice on structuring
compensation, risk management, borrowing to invest, and the role of trusts in
professionals’ financial plans Written by a senior vice president at an independent
leading-edge wealth management firm Kickstart Your Corporation: The Incorporated
Professional's Financial Planning Coach is essential reading for any professional who
has incorporated and is looking to maximize benefits, and those wanting to incorporate
for the first time with expert guidance.
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This inspiring guide is for young people who are looking to kick start their careers and
live their dream life. This book is perfect for students, recent college graduates, Gen Z
and millennials already in the working world, along with those of any age who simply
want a fresh start in their career. This book lays down the essential groundwork to help
realize the career and life that you want to lead. The valuable advice and guidance
given will alter how you navigate the journey into beginning your career and change the
way you live each day—with no regrets! Renown executive coach, teacher, consultant,
author, keynote speaker, workshop leader, and jack of many trades, Dr. Bob Tobin
draws on his own diverse work experience as well as from the powerful inspirational
anecdotes of his students, peers, mentors, and more, to help you navigate this crucial
part of your career journey. From the examples and anecdotes, you’ll learn about what
has made a difference in their lives, the decisions that have helped them, the mistakes
they have made, and what they have learned from the mistakes. Rich with practical and
actionable guidance, this book is for young people about to embark on their
professional lives along with those seeking more purpose and meaning in their current
work and lives. This book is the essential way to help you think more deeply about what
you do for work and how you want to live. The mix of inspiring advice, practical
suggestions, questions for reflection, and uplifting stories will help guide you to develop
important skills so you can build a wonderful career and a beautiful life that you can be
proud of. You’ll discover: How to start thinking more deeply about your career. How to
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let go of your long held beliefs. How to embrace the act of change. How to develop
decision making skills. How to gain confidence and build courage. How to make sure
you are adding value. How to widen your world. And more!
Get your business off the ground without an MBA or $50,000.
Offers an accelerated program designed to help readers lose weight quickly and keep it
off, in a guide that features menus, exercise routines, and stress reduction techniques.
Sand in the face of a single life. Which is more hazardous – a motorbike, half a ton of
horseflesh or meeting a stranger?
Brooke Goldner, M.D., Best-Selling Author of Goodbye Lupus, shares 24 of her favorite
green smoothie recipes that she prescribes her patients when helping them heal their
bodies. Brooke Goldner, M.D. is a board certified physician is known world-wide for
being a medical doctor who has developed a nutrition-based treatment for her own
autoimmune disease, Lupus using supermarket foods. Prior to her discovery, Dr. G had
serious illness and had 11 years of medical treatments with high dose steroids and
chemotherapy. Using nutrition alone, she has been completely healthy and requiring no
medications for 10 years. Her nutrition program not only helps Lupus, but a myriad of
other chronic health conditions. Dr. Goldner prescribes a diet that focuses on
nourishing your cells, and these recipes are an important part of her program.
The guide to getting hired, being promoted, and thriving professionally for the 40 million
people of color in the workplace—from the CEO and cofounder of Jopwell, the leading
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career advancement platform for Black, Latinx, and Native American students and
professionals. Let Them See You is a collection of Braswell’s straight-talking advice
and mentorship for diverse careerists, from college students to mid-level professionals.
It’s also an invitation for diversity champions to listen in on the guidance and
perspective Braswell provides, particularly for young diverse workers—the population
that will make up the majority of the US workforce by 2030. In Let Them See You,
Braswell briefly chronicles how the majority-culture workplace evolved and why it’s a
business imperative to have a more diverse workforce, and then explains how you can:
· overcome not-so-invisible obstacles · create perceived value · get recognition · be true
to yourself at work · build a personal brand · harness fear of failure · embrace
uncomfortable conversations, and · drive diversity and inclusion, whether you’re entrylevel or in management In essence, Braswell delivers all the context, tactics, and
language you need to let them see you.
For new graduates, the key challenge remains how to secure that first career-related
job. Full of guidance and tips on how to handle the complex field of job hunting, Kick
Start Your Career can help navigate an ever-changing job market and secure your
chance at your desired career. It is a valuable investment in your future. It advises the
reader on how to: stand out in job applications; use social media for job searching;
create resumes and cover letters that stand out; succeed at interviews. It provides a
practical, hands on, step-by-step approach. With an integrated Personal Plan that helps
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create key job search documents it directs soon-to-be graduates towards achieving
their career aspirations. Accompanying online resources include examples and
templates, which can be downloaded in Word format to help you prepare resumes and
other job search documents. This book will help graduates progressively build up jobhunting resources – skills, achievements, resume, cover letter and interview responses
– and turn this into a practical outcome: a new job. It is a key companion to any student
or recent graduate exploring the job market.
Have you ever had a dream but weren't quite sure how to make it come true? Do you
wish you could stay motivated when you're working on a project? Do you often feel like
there aren't enough hours in a day? You are not alone, and there is a way to tackle
your worries. Discover methods to help you stay focused and positive, and learn not
only how to set goals but how to smash them too! Packed with tips, suggestions and
inspiring quotes, this book will help give you the motivation to stay on your a-game and
make your dreams a reality.
Kickstart breaks the book launch process down into small, manageable chunks. If I can
inspire just one person to take a leap of faith and successfully launch their book to #1
Bestseller status, then I have succeeded and the world will be one book richer
Creating powerful learning environments Anyone can create a makerspace. This is the
guide to creating a GREAT makerspace. Written by makerspace pioneer Laura
Fleming, The Kickstart Guide to Making GREAT Makerspaces is filled with step-byPage 9/22
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step, practical ideas that demystify the process of planning and creating a makerspace.
Its workbook style ensures that by the time educators are done reading, they have a
ready-to-implement plan, personalized for their classroom, school, or district. Readers
will find A wealth of examples of great makerspaces in action Activities and strategies
for inspiring making across the curriculum Plenty of room and guidance for
brainstorming and developing a personalized plan
Bringing motivation to the nation! Want to cook better, healthier food? Know what you
should do, but don't know where to start? This 30-day plan from the nation's favourite
PE teacher will help you create new habits, keep on track and feel brilliant inside and
out. Food and fitness sensation Joe Wicks, aka the Body Coach, has helped millions of
people to keep fit and cook healthy, simple recipes. He's back with his 30 Day Kick
Start Plan to make it easier than ever before to make healthy food, lose weight and get
more active. Inside are one hundred delicious, sustaining recipes and six brand-new
HIIT workouts to help you get in shape. Combined with weekly plans that can help you
prep like a boss, this approach is easy to personalize according to your own day-to-day
habits and will help everyone kick start a healthier lifestyle without looking back. The
man who kept the nation moving during lockdown, Joe has sold more than 3 million
books in the UK alone. He has more than 4 million followers on social media, where
fans share their journeys towards a leaner, fitter lifestyle. All of his books have been
non-fiction number one bestsellers.
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For new graduates, the key challenge remains how to secure that first careerrelated job. Full of guidance and tips on how to handle the complex field of job
hunting, Kick Start Your Career can help navigate an ever-changing job market
and secure your chance at your desired career. It is a valuable investment in your
future. It advises the reader on how to: stand out in job applications; use social
media for job searching; create resumes and cover letters that stand out;
succeed at interviews. It provides a practical, hands on, step-by-step approach.
With an integrated Personal Plan that helps create key job search documents it
directs soon-to-be graduates towards achieving their career aspirations.
Accompanying online resources include examples and templates, which can be
downloaded in Word format to help you prepare resumes and other job search
documents. This book will help graduates progressively build up job-hunting
resources - skills, achievements, resume, cover letter and interview responses and turn this into a practical outcome: a new job. It is a key companion to any
student or recent graduate exploring the job market.
Kick StartA Story of Overcoming Life's Obstacles to (Kick Start) Your
FutureCarpenters Son Pub
Kick-Start Your Consciousness in the e-book format with the MP3 soundtracks is
a metaphysical dynamite. Just enjoy the seamless transformation that happens
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while you listen to the MP3 soundtracks.
As the first over 60 college football player, Tom Thompson's story will inspire the
reader to Kick Start their life at any age.
In just 10 days from now......you could be a whole new you "Kick-Start to a New
You " cleanse program is the fast track to jump start your new, healthier, happier
body Here are just a few of the benefits you can expect: -Allows the body to
detoxify/cleanse-Relieves constipation-Beneficial for those who are primarily
brain workers (sedentary or low activity), overweight, hyperactive, stressed,
and/or suffering from circulatory disease.-Promotes better blood flow to the brain,
sharpens mental acuity.-Helps break food addictions and much more And best of
all, this cleanse shows you how you can eat amazingly delicious foods while you
detoxify and clean out your gut Includes everything you need - recipes,
instructions, menu planners, shopping lists, substitutions, and more Learn more
by visiting DanaWestRD.co
The Fast Low-Carb Kickstart Plan combines a delicious, low-carb eating plan
with powerful intermittent fasting in a clear and punchy four-week kickstart
program that will help you lose weight and keep it off. The four-week plan
contains everything you'll need to make fast, realistic and lasting dietary changes
that can be implemented for life. The book is perfect for those who want to
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understand how intermittent fasting works while following a low-carb or keto diet,
and will arm you with the latest facts about how what we eat and when we eat
can make a huge impact on overall health, along with tips, tricks and more than
70 mouthwatering recipes to achieve weight loss in a healthy and sustained way.
This book is perfect for those who want to: * Lose weight and keep it off * Count
nutrients not calories * Reduce risks of chronic disease and inflammation * Follow
a meal plan featuring low-carb and keto recipes * Achieve a fad-free approach to
long-term health * Tap into fat-burning potential * Implement a potent, flexible and
user-friendly approach to health. This is a specially formatted fixed-layout ebook
that retains the look and feel of the print book.
Are you or a loved one unable to stop drinking or using drugs, yet tired of the
endless cycle of pain and consequences? Recovery is possible and it's not as
frightening as most make it out to be. Addiction is a cruel and subtle disease that
robs it's victims of so much. Those suffering from alcoholism or drug addiction
are often baffled by its affects on their lives and the devastation that can be
wrought in such a short period of time. Loved ones feel helpless and hopeless as
they are forced to stand by and watch as someone they care about erodes before
their eyes, clear that they cannot stop drinking or using drugs. Luckily, many
people are able to reach some sort of "bottom", or a jumping off place, where
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they are finally willing and able to ask for help and begin the process of getting
sober. Kickstart Your Recovery offers a powerful message to those who are
looking for a way out from an endless cycle of pain and loss and for tools for
avoiding relapse. With a clear approach, and drawing on her own history of
addiction recovery, author Taite Adams is able to give the new person in
recovery answers to a lot of Frequently Asked Questions about getting sober and
allay a lot of fears. Some of the areas that are addressed in detail are: What is a
"Bottom"? Should I Go to Treatment? What is Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)? 12
Step Programs Sponsorship Families and Relationships The Job and Career in
Sobriety About the Consequences of Addiction Living Life and Having Fun Sober
Addressing Other Issues and Much More Whether brand new in sobriety,
considering going to treatment or just coming to grips with the fact that there may
be a "problem", alcoholism and addiction help is available in many forms and
Kickstart Your Recovery is an invaluable tool to get your questions answered
about getting sober, staying sober, avoiding relapse and helping you move one
step closer to a better way of life free of alcohol and drugs.
A collection of recipes for muffins, breads, and loaf cakes.
Kick-start creativity with this collection of fun-filled activities prompting kids to use and
grow their imaginations from Jarrett Lerner, author of the EngiNerds, Geeger the Robot,
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and Hunger Heroes series! This collection of fun, open-ended writing and drawing
prompts will challenge kids to think and create in new ways with every turn of a page. In
the Finish This Comic section, young writers are inspired to write and illustrate a sixpanel story. Following How to Draw instructions will encourage kids to find their own
drawing styles. Every fun activity and silly prompt will keep young readers engaged and
entertained!
The New York Times bestseller author of Dangerous Minds has a new way to engage
students LouAnne Johnson's newest book is a collection of fun and simple educational
icebreaker activities that get students excited and engaged from the very first minute of
class. These activities are great to use with students at all levels, and many of the
activities include variations and modifications for different groups. Research has shown
that the use of icebreakers increases student motivation by creating an emotional
connection between the student and school. In as little as five minutes, a creative
icebreaker can engage students' brains, encourage critical thinking, and much more.
Includes a fun-filled collection of icebreakers that get students thinking and keeps them
engaged Written by LouAnne Johnson, a teacher and acclaimed author of eight books
Contains ideas for promoting creativity, unifying the classroom community, preventing
disruptive behavior, and creating positive attitudes towards school and learning No
matter what your students' age group this book will give you the tools you need to
create a classroom environment that promotes learning.
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1969, a time of rebellion. I joined the Barons MC. This is that story through the 1970's,
the men, the women, and the cops. We stopped the feds from blackmailing the states
into requiring helmet laws. We surrounded the U.S. Capital Building two deep in
Harleys and outlaws. How we did it. This is some of what I experienced and witnessed.
Times were wild, fast and tough- so were we. I loved it! This is that true story....
Has COVID-19 screwed you over? Was your education interrupted or your exams
cancelled?Have you felt unimportant and overlooked by society? You are not alone.
The pressure on young people was high Before COVID-19, now its through the roof!
The good news is, you can reduce the pressure by changing the way you look at life. In
this book, you'll learn that by applying some simple techniques, you can shape your
own future. Simon Walter enjoyed success in the world of investment banking for 25
years before having a realisation and deciding to follow his heart in the field of acting.
With Simon's help, you'll determine what you have to offer the world and how to
harness your individuality. By the end, you'll have the confidence to punch COVID-19 in
the face and move on.Are you ready? In Gen Z - Kickstart your future, Simon shares
many no-cost tips, tricks and hacks that you can employ as you begin the next leg of
your journey in an uncertain world.Simon is passionate about reducing pressure and
anxiety for Generation Z and wants them to succeed in whatever they choose to do
next. Simon believes the world's future success lies on the shoulders of young people
and aims to equip them with the tools they will need to succeed. Let's do this together.
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Is the highlight of your day is a glass of wine at the end of it? Do you dream of changing
your life, but you’re not sure how? This book is packed with smart and sensible advice
from remarkable women that will give you the confidence and inspiration to finally take
action and start reaching for your dreams. Nadia Finer and Emily Nash wanted to love
what they did, not loathe it. So they set off on a mission to find the country’s coolest
women (from neuroscientists to novelists, biologists to builders, and entrepreneurs to
engineers), corner them and pump them for advice to find out exactly how they made
their dreams come true. They discovered that there are thousands of women out there
right now doing amazing things, and that there’s a way of living and tackling the world
that produces results. In this book they share their discoveries with you so that you too
can ditch the drudge and kick start your life!
An action-oriented guide to help anyone find their calling and achieve their goals,
inspired by the author's popular blog post with the same title The Career Manifesto
presents an inspiring and refreshingly simple approach to finding your passion and
purpose and then jumpstarting a dream career to achieve those, by asking three
essential questions: - What do you want your impact to be? - What are the potential
pathways that move you towards your purpose? - How can you hold yourself
accountable for your goals? Award-winning CEO of XO Group and sought-after
speaker, Michael Steib, draws on his own diverse work experience and career
highlights as well as powerful anecdotes from other successful business leaders to offer
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expert guidance, field-tested advice, and interactive exercises that will help you answer
these three key questions, envision a goal and then craft and execute a plan to achieve
it. For young professionals, entrepreneurs, and creatives seeking more purpose and
meaning in their work and lives, The Career Manifesto is the essential way to build--and
follow through on--an effective plan to excel at whatever job, project or career goal you
put your mind to.
Dr. Neal D. Barnard's proven, successful weight loss program---featured on PBS
Presents-will help you drop pounds, lower cholesterol and blood pressure, improve
blood sugar, and feel better. Dr. Neal D. Barnard is at the forefront of cutting-edge
research on what it really takes to lose weight and restore the body to optimal health.
With Dr. Barnard's advice on how to easily start a plant-based diet, you'll learn the
secrets to reprogramming your body quickly: Appetite reduction: Strategically choose
the right foods to naturally and easily tame your appetite. Metabolism boost: Adjust
eating patterns to burn calories faster for about three hours after each meal. Cardio
protection: Discover the powerful foods that can help reduce cholesterol nearly as much
as drugs do in just weeks. Whether you are one of the millions who are anxious to get a
jumpstart on weight loss or who already know about the benefits of a plant-based diet
but have no idea how or where to start, this book is the kickstart you've been waiting
for. Complete with more than sixty recipes, daily meal plans for the 21-day program,
tips for grocery shopping, and more, this book will teach you how to make the best food
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choices and get your body on the fast track to better health.
Why it so difficult to change your lifestyle habits, even when you know your life is at
risk? Bernadette Bohan acknowledges that it’s not easy to change your life, especially
if you are also dealing with a health crisis that is in itself life-changing. The Survivor’s
Mindset provides a series of easy-to-understand strategies to help overcome the
hesitancies, fears and prejudices that are so often a barrier to making personal change.
Using case studies, Bernadette shows how different therapies and approaches can be
used to develop personal strengths and overcome doubts, helping you to make the
changes you need to make. These real stories from real people vividly illustrate how
lifestyles can be restructured both physically and mentally to help you recover from, and
indeed prevent, illness.
Recipes, shopping lists, inspiration, and more from the popular blogger: “This plantbased reboot is an excellently organized and enlightening resource.”— Publishers
Weekly No matter what diet you practice, a reset is a way to jump-start or refocus
healthy habits and get your body to a state of optimum health. Here, the wildly popular
creator of Brussels Vegan and Best of Vegan, Kim-Julie Hansen, offers a practical and
easy-to-follow program, laid out day by day with meal plans, prep, shopping lists,
recipes, and personal tips and inspiration. If you want to become a vegan and don’t
know where to start, this is the ultimate guide. But it’s also invaluable for anyone
(vegan or not) looking to kick-start healthier habits, whether to lose weight, become
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fitter, or simply cultivate a more balanced lifestyle. Kim-Julie introduces you to the
benefits of a reset; guides you through the 28-day meal plan; and finishes with
additional recipes to carry you beyond the reset—all brought to life with her gorgeous
photography throughout. With its emphasis on satisfying plant-based foods and its
achievable 28-day plan, this program is a great way to meet your goals of health and
well-being. “A great way to eat a whole rainbow of veg.” — Jamie Oliver
This book is for Kickstarter newbies and first-time creators. It will teach and show you
how to collect potential backers early, in advance, and how to plan a Kickstarter
campaign from start to finish with the aim of ensuring that you get fully funded.
The New York Times bestselling author of the revolutionary The 17 Day Diet returns
with a three-step weight loss program that promotes plant-based eating and other
accessible strategies that will effectively reset your bad habits and help you learn how
to automatically make healthy decisions for life. Since the success of The 17 Day Diet,
Dr. Mike Moreno has been the paragon of good health. But when he experienced a
series of drastic setbacks, including a divorce, family deaths, and a painful injury, his
health began to deteriorate. He gained weight, started smoking cigars, and let his
exercise routine fall by the wayside. After a wake-up call, he got back on track and now,
he reveals the effective and easy-to-use program he used to reclaim his health.
Featuring delicious meal planning, manageable movement strategies, and supportive
wellness rituals, The Better Body Diet is a clear-cut guide that proves it is never too late
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to achieve optimal health. Within seventeen days, you will start losing weight, reduce
inflammation, and experience new levels of energy and focus. Designed around three
crucial phases that will detoxify and inspire you, this book will effortlessly show you how
your new lifestyle can make good health a guarantee.
"If you want to propel your success and dreams to realization, readKick Start Your
Success." —Mark Victor Hansen, cocreator, #1 New York Timesbestselling series
Chicken Soup for the Soul and coauthor ofThe One Minute Millionaire "Timeless
wisdom presented in an extremely readablemanner." —Jay Conrad Levinson, author of
the GuerrillaMarketing series of books "A wonderful little book filled with simple,
transformationalwisdom that will reshape all aspects of your life and work. You oweit to
yourself to read Kick Start Your Success." —Dr. Joe Rubino, bestselling author and CEO
ofCenterForPersonalReinvention.com "I was lost. I knew I had an idea that would work
but didn'tknow how to present it to the market. Kick Start YourSuccess allowed me to
put my thoughts down in a concise way anddiscover an entertaining way to make them
a reality." —Anne Patrick, television executive
Fitness icon Ingrid Macher shares both her story and her expertise in this manual for
weight loss, with motivational material, day-by-day plans, explanation of nutritional
facts, practical advice, and dozens of recipes. By picking up this book, you have just
taken the first and most important step to losing weight and staying healthy. This is not
a diet book. Instead, it's a manual to help you kick-start your new lifestyle, with Ingrid's
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simple, step-by-step tips.
(Book). Kickstart My Heart: A Motley Crue Day-by-Day is an exciting chronology that
celebrates in innovative form through the use of day-by-day entries and supporting
band quotes mostly collected firsthand by the author, as well as memorabilia shots and
photography the crazy lives lived by Vince, Mick, Nikki, and Tommy at the boozedrenched apex of the rock-'n'-roll food chain. Augmented with entries that help place
the band in a wider rock context, Popoff presents a swift-moving, action-packed
symphony of text and visuals that reprises his collaboration with Backbeat on similarly
structured titles about Iron Maiden and Ozzy Osbourne. With very few Motley Cruerelated books on the market, Kickstart My Heart will likely serve for years to come as
the most complete and completely party-hardy celebration of this band now 35 years on
and in the midst of completing its final tour ever.
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